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Abstract: 
 
 
 

Devices based on thermoelectric materials (TE) are considered as one of the clean energy sources 
helping to solve the severe global warming problem by CO2-emission. Both, thermoelectric power 
generation (TEG) based on the Seebeck-effect as well as Peltier-coolers require materials with large 
figure of merit ZT=S2T/. While ZT>3 is desired to widespread the field of applications, present bulk 
materials reach ZT =1.5, and nano-structured materials are reported to reach around ZT=3.   
  This lectures first summarizes the engineering possibility of thin-film structures on known 
thermoelectrics, such as BiTe, Nb-SrTiO3 [1] and (TiZr)NiSn [2]. Epitaxial layers might be strained 
according to the orientation relationship to the substrate. This structural effect can reduce the bandgap, 
but there is also a more-or-less large space-charge region due to the contact potential, also referred to 
in literature as confinement of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). Utilizing these effects for new 
TE-devices is discussed.  
  The second part of the lecture focuses on the search to new bulk TE-materials. The main key 
parameter for thermoelectric is the proper charge carrier concentration, but since the development of 
new thermoelectric devices in the 1960-ies, more key parameters have been found, such as small 
band-gap, a large density of states near the band gap, degenerated bands with large effective electron 
mass, phonon-glass electron-gas (PGEC) behavior, strong electron-phonon coupling (EPC), and a 
proper shape of the Fermi surface. The later contribution has recently become popular due to direct 
visualization of the band-structures in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [3]. Results 
on FeSi [4] confirm, that Kramers-Kroning analysis of the THz- spectra together with Raman 
spectroscopy can visualize the inharmonic interatomic potential required for good thermoelectrics.  
  The complexity of the search to high ZT materials is a multi-parameter problem and requires the use 
and application of new concepts as regression analysis in knowledge discovery. 
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